Selected Acquisitions – June 2017

New Titles

**ACCOUNTING**

GASB 67 and GASB 68: what the new accounting standards mean for public pension reporting / Mercatus Center at George Mason University, 2017.

**AFFORDABLE CARE ACT**


House Republican health bill would effectively end ACA Medicaid expansion: provision would shift hundreds of billions in unaffordable costs to states / Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 2017.

**BUDGETS**

The fiscal survey of states / National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO), 2017.

**CHILDREN**

Social and emotional learning / Future of Children; Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at Princeton University; Brookings Institution, 2017.

**CRIMINAL JUSTICE**

Model penal code: sentencing, proposed final draft / American Law Institute, 2017.

**ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT**


**EMANCIPATION**


**ENERGY**

Gulf Coast energy outlook / Louisiana State University Center for Energy Studies, 2017.

Two parts: white paper and addendum.

**FEDERAL TAXATION**


**GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE**


**HEALTH CARE ACCESSIBILITY**

The economic impact of privatization of Louisiana’s formerly publicly run hospitals on the University Health Region / Loren C. Scott and Associates, 2017.
IMMIGRATION
State and local fiscal effects of immigration / Urban Institute, 2017.

LEGISLATIVE HIGHLIGHTS
2017 regular and 2nd extraordinary session of the Louisiana Legislature [session wrap] / Louisiana House Legislative Services, 2017.

LEGISLATIVE SESSION--2017--REGULAR
2017 Legislative wrap-up: the sessions produced a solid budget but no fiscal reforms while leaving questions about the cliff, transportation and Medicaid / Public Affairs Research Council of Louisiana (PAR), 2017.

MEDICAID
House Concurrent Resolution 51 of the 2016 Regular Session quarterly report from the Department of Health and Hospitals / Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals, 2017.

The Medicaid FMAP under the ACA: disparate treatment of eligible populations warrants scrutiny / Mercatus Center at George Mason University, 2017.


MEDICARE

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

MINIMUM WAGES

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS
How body cameras affect community members’ perceptions of police / Urban Institute, 2017.

SPEECHES

STATE OF THE STATE ADDRESSES
TAX CREDITS

TAX POLICY
Louisiana’s opportunity: comprehensive solutions for a sustainable tax and spending structure / Louisiana Task Force on Structural Changes in Budget and Tax Policy; Louisiana Department of Revenue, 2017.

TAXES
New Editions of Serial Titles

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS

AIR QUALITY

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

ANNUAL REPORT
The annual report of the Judicial Council of the Supreme Court / Louisiana Judicial Council of the Supreme Court, 2017.


Louisiana State Board of Nursing annual report / Louisiana State Board of Nursing, 2017.

BOATING
Recreational boating statistics / U.S. Coast Guard, 2017.

CANCER
Cancer facts and figures / American Cancer Society, 2017.

CHILD HEALTH

CHILDREN


COASTAL ENVIRONMENT
Fiscal year 2018 annual plan : integrated ecosystem restoration and hurricane protection in coastal Louisiana / Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority, 2017.

Louisiana's comprehensive master plan for a sustainable coast / Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority, 2017.

COMMERCIAL FISHING
Commercial fishing and for-hire fisheries rules and regulations / Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, 2017.
CONTRACTS
Contract review list Act 589 of 2016 / Louisiana Division of Administration Office of State Procurement, 2017.

COURTS
Guide to Louisiana courts / Louisiana Supreme Court, 2017.

CRIMINAL STATISTICS


DISASTER RECOVERY
Katrina/Rita CDBG program appropriations, allocations and expenditures for May of 2017 : May report from Division of Administration, Office of Community Development, Disaster Recovery Unit to the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget / Louisiana Division of Administration; Office of Community Development; Disaster Recovery Unit; Katrina-Rita reports (2006-);Gustav-Ike reports (2009-);Isaac reports (2014-), 2017.


DRUG ABUSE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENTS

EDUCATION STATISTICS

The condition of education / National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), 2017.


Projections of education statistics to 2024 / National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), 2017.

A stronger nation through higher education : postsecondary learning builds the talent that helps us rise; an annual report from Lumina Foundation / Lumina Foundation, 2017.

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

ELECTION STATISTICS
ELECTIONS

FEDERAL BUDGETS

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
Following the money : how the 50 states rate in providing online access to government spending data / U.S. PIRG Education Fund, 2017.

GOVERNMENT TRAVEL
Louisiana travel guide / Louisiana Division of Administration State Travel Office, 2017.

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
Emergency response guidebook : a guidebook for first responders during the initial phase of a dangerous goods/hazardous materials incident / U.S. Materials Transportation Bureau; U.S. Department of Transportation Research and Special Programs Administration, 2017.

HOSPITALS
Response to HCR 139 of the 2013 regular session : operation and management of state hospitals by private entities / Louisiana Division of Administration; Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals; Louisiana State University Board of Supervisors, 2017.

LABOR STATISTICS
Louisiana occupational employment wage survey / Louisiana Department of Labor Research and Statistics Division, 2017.

LONG TERM CARE
Raising expectations : a state scorecard on long-term services and supports for older adults, people with physical disabilities, and family caregivers / AARP; Commonwealth Fund; SCAN Foundation, 2017.

MEDICAL CARE

MUNICIPALITIES
Best-performing cities : where America's jobs are created and sustained / Milken Institute, 2017.

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
The NEA almanac of higher education / National Education Association NEA Communications Services, 2017.

PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
SALES TAX

SCHOOL FINANCE

TAXATION

TELEMEDICINE

TOBACCO INDUSTRIES

TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS

VITAL STATISTICS
Health, United States / National Center for Health Statistics, 2017.

VOTER REGISTRATION
Biennial close of voter registration report to the Senate Committee on Senate and Governmental Affairs and the House Committee on House and Governmental Affairs / Louisiana Secretary of State, 2017.

WRONGFUL CONVICTION